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Tarka home learning  

This week in English we have continued our learning on the information text Weather. 

We used our topic learning about the seasons to complete a shared write all about 

winter. 

 

In Maths, we used our knowledge of counting groups of objects to complete repeated 

addition number sentences. We then explored how we can arrange different objects 

in arrays. This week we have also learnt how to count in fives.   

 

In PE we learnt how to do different rolls. We practiced a log roll, egg roll and had lots 

of fun doing teddy bear rolls. For Art, we began painting our own artworks inspired by 

Henri Rousseau onto canvases. We discussed how we would need to create this using 

different layers, before completing the first two layers of a background and some 

jungle plants. In Science, we looked at similarities and differences between plants, 

and used what we have learnt this half term to describe the different parts of a 

plant. 

 

Phonics sounds 

Our focus for this week was different spellings of the same phoneme (sound) – 

ear/ere/eer/ier (as in deer, here, deer and tier), air/are/ear (as in fair, care and 

bear) and ar/a/al/are (as in farm, father, calm and are). 

 

Home learning 

Across the school next week, we will be taking part in Children’s Mental Health Week. 

In preparation for this, please can you think about things in your life that you are 

proud of. You can then draw and write these onto the worksheet. You can either print 

the sheet below, or one will be given to each child on Monday.  

 

Reading  

We expect everyone to be reading for a least five minutes a day.  
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